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This report presents statistics on characteristics of dwelling units by blocks for the city. The tabulations are based on data from the 1950 Census of Housing, taken as of April 1, 1950. Authorization for the 1950 Census of Housing as part of the Seventeenth Decennial Census was provided by the Housing Act of 1949, approved July 15, 1949.

The major portion of the information compiled from the 1950 Census of Housing appears in Volume I, General Characteristics; Volume II, Nonfarm Housing Characteristics; Volume III, Farm Housing Characteristics; Volume IV, Residential Financing; and Volume V, Block Statistics. Volume V consists of separate reports, issued as bulletins for each of the 200 cities which in 1940 or in a subsequent census had a population of 50,000 or more. These reports will not be bound into a single publication.

The subjects covered in both the 1950 and 1940 reports on characteristics of dwelling units by blocks are substantially similar.

This report was prepared under the direction of Howard G. Brunsman, Chief, Population and Housing Division, and Wayne E. Daugherty, Assistant Chief for Housing. Robert C. Hauser, Chief, Quality and Equipment Statistics Section, was in charge of coordinating the content and the format of the report with assistance from Carl A. S. Conn, Chief, Inventory Statistics Section; Floyd D. McNaughton, Chief, Equipment and Facilities Unit; Beulah Washbaugh, Chief, Tenure and Vacancy Unit; and Walter A. Hines. The compilation of the statistics was under the supervision of Robert B. Voight, Assistant Chief for Operations.

The collection of the information on which these statistics are based was under the supervision of Lowell T. Galt, Chief, Field Division. The geographic work, including the assignment of all block numbers and the preparation of maps, was under the supervision of Clarence E. Ratscholet, Chief, Geography Division. The data were tabulated under the supervision of C. F. Van Aken, Chief, Machine Tabulation Division.
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